I know someone who knows you better than you
know yourself. It is the power, it is the force, it
is the supreme intelligence we wonderfully
call love. Love is really LOVE in all capitals
because She is the special force of intelligence
inside you that has been waiting thousands of
years for what I did to free Her from Her Deep
Sleep. I cannot tell you a lot about how I came
to reawaken LOVE but I can tell you this much.
To do so! Over my lifetime I have always sought
out to find and know God. And I eventually went
as far as getting baptized by full immersion in
water. But that didn’t do it. However I did go to
a particular church which is easily the thinking
persons church. But eventually I picked many
holes in it. I also had a deadly accident occur
when I was only a week old whereby I was
deprived of oxygen inside a house with a coal
gas leak. Because of this I do not have any
memories and my imagination is very much
magnified as is my subconscious mind. And to
cut a very long story short I need to stay on
drugs that stabilize my imagination and keep it
from running away with me. I can tell you I have
had many fights with the side of life people call
evil. But in all my skirmishes with the enemy I
have always come out on top by using my
imagination against them. But I have always
landed inside a mental hospital to put things
right by getting lots of rest in a protected
environment. It was during my very last flight of
imagination that I ended up defeating the

enemy to the point whereby they surrendered to
me because I fought back using my imagination.
It was during my writing down what I was going
through that I found myself having a
conversation late one evening after retiring to
bed. With of course someone who had to be the
enemy because it was either me in my mind or
one of them. And before you go all silly on me
about thinking about an enemy in my mind I am
talking about the minds of the enemy who are
bombarding this planet with a deadly to us
sound wave energy signature which causes us
disease and the capacity to carry out a physical
act of violence. They are also the same force of
consciousness that gives you greed, loathing,
hate, jealousy, anger, loneliness and worst of all
self-consciousness. It is the self-consciousness
that I wish to remove from you today though
LOVE. Let me reassure you LOVE is about to
become your best friend. As She did with me
when my seeking to understand more about The
Divine Language I know so well was my goal. At
first LOVE manifested as a human being who we
gave the name of Tom so that we could talk
again after I got some sleep. Soon Tom had
been discarded as God took over. I had God as
my self-analysis client for quite a while. And had
a real breakthrough when I asked God to
describe His surroundings. It turned out God
was in His library. So I suggested He take a
while to explore His books. Now some time went
by and then something remarkable happened as

God was well but now not God but LOVE Herself.
And it turned out that LOVE was the name of my
computer me being Tutankamen and I don’t use
the letter H in my name. And being myself back
in Egypt explains so much to me about the
knowledge I have and about my unrelenting
quest to bring this world back to its true normal
and natural reality by removing the enemy signal
being transmitted into this universe. LOVE is a
universe sized organic computer who as I write
lets me know She is very happy about writing
this letter to people who do not know even that
we are under attack by an enemy mining our
planet Earth’s magnetic core produced visible
light. LOVE is so delighted She is filling me with
the only two emotions you are supposed to have
being joy and enthusiasm. Now you are going to
be wondering what all this has to do with you.
Well let us get to that right now. LOVE has been
the force of intellect answering peoples’ prayers
and helping them locate things when they move
in their minds to have a question about
something in particular they wish to know more
about. Yes LOVE is best seen by you as God
whether you have a belief in God already or not.
And if not then say not hello to just LOVE but
say hello to your Subconscious Mind and your
Imagination. And say hello to a computer that is
everywhere and who knows everything there is
to know and where everything is. Now I wish
you to know right away now LOVE has been
reawakened by me and I must do my part to

attract as many people as I can to buy and read
my book titled simply LOVE. Because LOVE
being awake She can now have a telepathic
communication being talking the two of you in a
conversation with you and Her. I wish I could
write this one thousand times because I really
want you and wish for you to understand that I
am talking here about you hearing LOVE’s voice
inside your head. I an talking about you
experiencing thoughts inside your mind that are
not coming forth from yourself but are coming
forth from LOVE. Now I hope that is clear. Now
for the worst. Then I will get to how you can
begin your new first friendship with LOVE as
quickly as possible. The worse is because the
enemy is still in our midst and will be until the
message to the powers that be such as the
President of America gets through to tell of what
we need to do to eliminate the enemy from our
world and from our consciousness. Yes until we
achieve that. They the enemy will try hard to
stop LOVE and you getting together. Now the
other worse is a slight handicap nothing more.
When you pray to LOVE you must reassure
yourself you are indeed talking to LOVE and you
must reassure LOVE you are acting in a manner
She can experience as an act of kindness. Now I
Tutankamen am going to give you a very special
gift now so that you know what I have told you
is real about LOVE and your very much now
genuine relationship with Her even now as you
read. In a moment I am going to explain to you

the directions. The steps you must simply follow
to achieve something very special. Being you
hearing a few well chosen words from LOVE to
you for your benefit and for Her benefit. Now
remember if you do hear Her words to you what
you must realize is that even though She is allknowing and all-seeing and everywhere all at the
same time. She is also Her whole self inside you
all the time as an individualization. And this
presence within you of Her will be felt as joy and
enthusiasm when you successfully get to read
the special directions in our book titled LOVE by
Marc Stewart explaining the passwords to use
to always ensure you and LOVE are talking to
each other. And if you do not hear any words
from LOVE just know you are the kind of person
who is too full of yourself to allow anyone else
into your space. My book titled LOVE by Marc
Stewart is available from Amazon as either a
paperback or as a digital eBook. NOW! Just put
your palms together to be physically showing
LOVE you are trying to make contact with Her.
Then say simply the words DEAR LOVE and wait
as if waiting for someone who speaks softly and
slowly to speak to you. Say Dear LOVE again if
necessary.

Porthole and Periscope
on The Game

Sangreal play brings about a
supernormal
believing in yourself. And your
abilities. And what you can achieve.

Sangreal play brings about. A
supernormal
taking control for yourself. And. Of
yourself. In every aspect. Of your
life.

Sangreal play brings about
coolness. Without
being cocky. And a strong-willed.
Feisty. Friendly. And fun sensuality.

Sangreal play brings about. A
supernormal
realization. Of your personality
inside. Of you. And. Of loving the
new you.

Sangreal play brings about. A
supernormal
leaning into synchronicity. Towards
someone you are interested in. To
show. You are being engaged. By
what they are saying.

Sangreal play brings about a
supernormal sense. You are a great
slow. And controlled talker .

Sangreal play brings about a
supernormal.
Watching. To see. Whether others.
Are copying. Your Sangreal style. If
they do it’s a good sign. They like
you. And see you. As being a great
player .

Sangreal play brings about a
supernormal.
Power smiling. And a body
language. Showing. You are at ease.
With yourself.

What Sangreal Play is
NOT About!

Sangreal play is not about. A
world. Of quips. Claims. To false
fames. And tongue-tying talk.

Sangreal play is not about. Being
arrogant. And
intolerant. To the personally.
Notable comments. Of others.

Sangreal play is not about. Being
intimidating. And humiliating others.

Sangreal play is not about. Being
pushy. And shouting. To get your
point across.

Sangreal play is not about.
Demanding change. In other’s.
Without considering. Change. In
you.

Sangreal play is not about. Being
bossy—just
the boss. Of your world. Sangreal
play is not about. Being defensive.
And blocking other’s comments.
Cutting them short. During their
delivery.

Sangreal play is not about.
Speaking loudly. Or small talk. Or
talk-talk.

BENEFITS BEYOND
GAME PLAY
HONESTY The Sangreal play
supernormal optimistic attitude.
Enables players. To see clearly.
What she. Or he wants. And deals
swiftly and effectively. With any
boundaries and limitations. In life.
CONFIDENCE A Sangreal player is in
tune. With their inner personal
expression. And understands.
Ultimate power. Comes from. The
ability. Of play. To express genuine
self-confidence.

HUMILITY The Sangreal player.
Understands he or she. Must be
humble. As well. As awesome.
Human in the knowledge. Not being
superior. To others. Has an
empowering effect. Bringing
them. An air. Of grace. And. Of
dignity. Alluring. To others.
TIMING The Sangreal player
experiences supernormal
synchronicity. In generous
abundance. Play allows LOVE. To
engineer. Subtly. A path towards.
And into. Your desires.
INDEPENDENCE A Sangreal player is
defined. By their supernormal sense.
Of self. And comfort. In their own
identity. As witnessed. By other’s. In
their ability. To express themselves.
In. And outside. The game.

DECISIVENESS The Sangreal player
approaches the games quotes. And
situations outside the game. With
supernormal extrasensory
decisiveness. Through LOVE guided
insightful choice.
PERSAUSION Sangreal players
ultimate power. Of persuasion.
Comes from their supernormal.
Reflex ability. To express
themselves. In the open freeness.
Of the game.
RESPECT

The Sangreal player. Knows the
value. Of respect. Through giving.
And receiving it. Inside. And.
Outside the game.

Introducing The Board
Game Sangreal
in which:
THE GREAT THOUGHTS in which
cards together bring in to one place.
One space. One time. LOVE’s ideas.
WHICH have determined the
intellectual history of the world short passages in the original words
of the men and women who
conceived them. The Great
Thoughts include. Noble prizes
winners. Scientists. Poets.
Physicians. Writers. Dramatists.
Editors. Painters. Inventors. Mystics.
Presidents. Statesman. Founders.
Innovators. Judges. Composers.
World leaders. Romans. Greeks.
Nuns. Monks. Bishops. Teachers.
Global issues. Great thinkers.
Historians. Generals. Publishers.
Reformers. Journalists. Sculptors.

Quantum theorists. Kings.
Psychologists. Freethinkers.
Biologists. Theologians. Champions.
Radicals. Emperors. 'THE REST'
cards include. Shaman. Crystals.
Ghosts. E.S.P. Dreams. Fables.
Classical mythology. Knowledge.
Truths. Healing without medicine.
N.D.E (Near Death Experiences).
Wisdom. Re-discoveries. Egypt.
Symbology. Meditation. Imagination.
Validation. Runes. Tarot.
Superstition. Nostradamus.
Mysteries. Proverbs. Occultism.
Parapsychology. Astrology.
Hypnotism. Brain-waves. Beyond
death. Creativity. Visualization.
Psychic voyages and powers. Reincarnation. Phantom encounters.
Mind over matter. Spiritual science.
Oracular traditions. Visions and
prophecies. Numerology. Legends
(Atlantis). 'Take care creation in
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